Update on Effected site Operations:
Princeton NJ - Executive Order 107 and 108 effective Saturday (3/21/20)
in New Jersey.
Since the orders above came into play, the NJ site has remained closed.
We are happy to say that 99% of the ongoing work that was at this site,
was completed or was able to be moved to one of the other 4 clinical sites
of PCR in agreement with our clients and their data will be on time with no
delays.
There is no light in sight for the state of NJ to lift the restrictions and it is
likely that our Princeton site, along with our competitors’ sites, will remain
closed for many weeks to come. With this said, we have found that many of
our clients both in the USA and overseas, are now taking advantage of our
4 other company owned clinical sites in Florida, Canada and the UK.
We are happy to let you know that we are open and working hard to make
sure the huge backlog of new confirmed work is done within time and within
budget.
Right now, Florida’s restrictions effect the gathering of large groups of
people and closes non-essential businesses. However, it allows for
research facilities to open, with certain restrictions on the amount of people
able to come into the facility at any one time. This means everything is
super controlled and safety is taken to protect the staff and subjects taking
part in the study.
PCR remains committed to ensuring our clients get the personalized
service which they are used to getting, with the combined ethical
generation of data essential to your continuing business.
We will be continuing compliance with CDC, WHO, and governmental
authority recommendations, with many of the staff working from home in
the positions that do not require them to be in the clinical sites. All Business
Development teams are working remotely as are all project managers who
write and prepare protocols and reports.
Medical staff are on hand at all open sites and health and safety is of the
upmost importance to us.

We are not experiencing any delays in SPF or HRIPT, Safety, Efficacy and
Acceptability testing in our Florida, Canada, or UK operations.
All Business development staff can be contacted as normal and their
emails can be found below, along with a list of the project managers email
address:
We are monitoring and adapting as quickly as possible to the rapidly
changing situation. Should our situation change, we will be notifying you of
further developments.
Should you have any questions, please contact:
PCR President - Tati Bates tatibates@princetonconsumer.com
PCR VP – Joanne Browne joannebrowne@princetonconsumer.com
Business Development team run by Jasmine Migliorini:
Jasmine Migliorini JasmineMigliorini@princetonconsumer.com
Lisa Long lisalong@princetonconsumer.com
Kirstie Maguire kirstiemaguire@princetonconsumer.com
Kyle White KyleWhite@princetonconsumer.com
Simon Putnam simonputnam@princetonconsumer.com
Site Directors Operational:
Terrie Bennett UK - terriebennett@princetonconsumer.com
Elsie Kohoot Canada - elsiekohoot@princetonconsumer.com
Tracy Gelo Florida - tracygelo@princetonconsumer.com

Thank you for your continued support.
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